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Abstract. Accelerometer data from shock measurements often contains a spurious DC drifting phenomenon known as zero
shifting. This erroneous signal can be caused by a variety of sources. The most conservative approach when dealing with such
data is to discard it and collect a different set with steps taken to prevent the zero shifting. This approach is rarely practical,
however. The test article may have been destroyed or it may be impossible or prohibitively costly to recreate the test. A method
has been proposed by whichwavelets may be used to correct the acceleration data. By comparing the corrected accelerometer
data to an independent measurement of the acceleration from a laser vibrometer this paper shows that the corrected data, in
the cases presented, accurately represents the shock. A method is presented by which the analyst may accurately choose the
wavelet correction parameters. The comparisons are made in the time and frequency domains, as well as with the shock response
spectrum.

1. Introduction

As documented many times before [1–4], the most
conservative approach when dealing with zero shifted
accelerometer data is to discard the corrupted data and
re-acquire the data with precautions taken to prevent
zero shifting. If the data are unique, however, it may
not be possible to collect another set. Also, if measure-
ment of small displacements is desired through inte-
grating the accelerations, it becomes painfully obvious
that many records obtained from accelerometers con-
tain zero shifting to some degree. Under these circum-
stances it may become necessary to apply some correc-
tion technique to the accelerometer data to remove the
spurious DC drifting.

Smallwood and Cap [3,4] have presented several
methods for the correction of accelerometer data in-
cluding parametric filtering and wavelet-based correc-
tions. With no independent measurement with which
to compare the corrected data, the accuracy of the cor-
rected data is judged by the plausibility of its integra-
tions and Shock Response Spectrum (SRS). The cor-

rected data in [3,4] are shown to approach the accepted
values for low frequency SRS and approach the appro-
priate final values of velocity and displacement. In do-
ing so, the corrected accelerations are deemed credible,
not necessarily correct.

This paper presents acceleration data corrected by
the wavelet methods of Smallwood and Cap compared
to non-contact measurements performed using a laser
Doppler vibrometer (LDV). In this way, the corrected
data may be evaluated on its accuracy, rather than its
plausibility. This is the first known instance where zero-
shifted accelerometer data has been evaluated by an
independent measurement on its ability to be salvaged.
A new method for choosing the severity of the waved-
based correction is also presented.

2. Wavelet properties

For a complete treatment of the wavelet transform the
reader is directed to [5]. Other references on wavelets
include [8], and [9]. Because the subject matter of
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this paper is experimentally collected data, and it is
assumed that the actual signal has been sampled pe-
riodically, only the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
will be discussed. Like any other transformation the
wavelet transform is accomplished by projecting the
signal against the basis functions in the new space.
In our case, the wavelet space is described by a sin-
gle wavelet (sometimes called the mother wavelet) that
undergoes dilations and translations. Each time the
wavelet is dilated its support shrinks by a factor of two.
For a given dilation, the wavelet then moves across the
function in steps. At each step the projection is taken to
determine the wavelet coefficient,bj,k, wherej is the
dilation parameter andk is the translation parameter.
As j is incremented the wavelet’s support shrinks by
half. As k is incremented the wavelet moves across
the signal in time. If the correlation between the signal
and the wavelet at a given dilation and translation is
strong, the coefficient will be large. If the resemblance
between the signal and wavelet is weak, the coefficient
will be small. This operation is described by Eq. 1.

bj,k = 〈x, w(2jt − k)〉 (1)

One efficient way to accomplish the DWT is by passing
the sampled values through a logarithmic filter bank [5].
This process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The sampled signal,
xn, passes through one stage of the bank which con-
sists of a high pass and low pass filter. The high pass
filter contains terms that represent the wavelet shape
function while the low pass filter represents the scaling
function. The output of the high pass filter is known
as the detail while the result of the low pass filtering
operation is known as the approximation. After the first
filter stage, the wavelet coefficients represent the finest
details of the signal. If we wish to resolve the signal
further, the approximation coefficients are fed into the
next stage of the filter bank for another level of decom-
position. The wavelet coefficients from this stage then
represent signal components that are twice as large as
the first. Therefore, this implementation of the DWT is
recursive. This is possible because the space spanned
by the scaling function at a given scale is also spanned
by the wavelets at lower scales. If the signal has2n

values, then there are usually n levels of decomposition
available using the DWT. Because the output of each
filter is of the same length as the original signal it is
customary to downsample the signal by a factor of two
after each filter. This results in a coefficients vector
that is the same length as the original signal.

Once the wavelet decomposition has been made, we
are free to alter the coefficientsbj,k before performing

the inverse transform. If we want to suppress the high
frequency components of the signal, we can reduce the
magnitude of the coefficients representing the finest
details. We can even make them equal to zero if we
like. Once the inverse transform is done, those portions
of the signal represented by the altered coefficients will
accordingly be reduced in magnitude. When the high
frequency portions of the signal are suppressed this
procedure is known as denoising.

If we desire to suppress low frequency components
of the signal, we can likewise alter the coefficients rep-
resenting them. This is exactly the method proposed by
Smallwood and Cap [4] for correcting accelerometer
zero shift. Since the acceleration records contain spu-
rious low frequency drifting, we can simply eliminate
the coefficients that represent large-scale portions of
the signal. The high frequency portions, that hopefully
represent actual accelerations, remain after the inverse
transformation.

3. Experimental

An experiment was undertaken to produce zero
shifted accelerometer records to investigate the accu-
racy of correction. The test fixture appears in Fig. 2.
An aluminum plate was suspended between two steel
blocks and fastened to the block at one end. The other
end of the plate was allowed to vibrate against the steel
block. An accelerometer was attached to the plate on
one side while measurements were taken simultane-
ously on the opposite side using a laser Doppler vibrom-
eter. The laser beam was aimed at the point directly be-
neath the accelerometer so that the two sensors would
be measuring the same event within practical means.
A steel ball bearing was then dropped on the aluminum
plate. The height from which the bearing fell and the
proximity of the impact location to the accelerometer
were varied to produce zero shifts of different magni-
tudes. The fixture produced wide-band frequency con-
tent accelerations, similar to pyroshock. Several types
of accelerometers were used including piezoelectric,
piezoelectric with internal charge converterelectronics,
and piezoresistive. The data was sampled at 200,000
samples per second. The numerical differentiation was
carried out using a finite impulse response (FIR) dif-
ferentiating low-pass filter with a 20 kHz. cutoff fre-
quency. Integration was done using the trapezoidal
rule.
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Fig. 1. Forward DWT operation.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

4. Traditional method for choosing correction
parameters

As with most techniques used to correct zero shifted
accelerometer records, a common practice is to apply
the correction in increasing severity to the acceleration
data until the integrations yield physically plausible
values. This is the method used in [4]. The acceler-
ation data is transformed to the wavelet domain. The
level of coefficients representing the largest scale of the
signal are converted to zero and the inverse transform
is computed. The data is then integrated to check the
final values of velocity and displacement. If the inte-
grations are still in error then the next level of wavelet
coefficients representing the second largest-scale com-
ponents of the signal are converted to zero. The inverse
transform is performed again in order to check the inte-
gration. The method is repeated until the velocity and
displacement achieve plausible values. The following
example shows how use of this method can remove too
much of the real acceleration data in addition to the
zero shift.

Figure 3 shows a zero shifted accelerometer record,
labeled Data Set 1, and its integrations. In the actual
test, the accelerometer had no net displacement. Yet,
the integration shows a false displacement of almost
50 millimeters. Also, the shock response spectrum,

computed with 5% critical damping, shows too much
low frequency content given the source of the data.
These are indications that a zero shift has occurred.

The acceleration data was decomposed into its
wavelet coefficients and the coefficients representing
the largest scale (low frequency) portions of the sig-
nal were forced to zero. The inverse transform was
computed and the integrations performed. This process
was repeated until the displacement record showed the
correct final value – zero net displacement during the
test. The displacement did not obtain this value until
the signal was reconstructed using only the 5 highest
of the 12 available levels. This is referred to in [4] as
a level 5 correction. The resulting data is shown in
Fig. 4. Now, the integrations and SRS take on plausible
values.

Using only the integrations and low frequency range
of the SRS as a guide we have seemingly done an
acceptable job of correcting the data set. The accel-
eration data even looks about the same and the peak
value of the corrected data is 99.7% that of the orig-
inal data. Figure 5 shows the level 5 corrected data
compared to the laser vibrometer in both displacement
and the frequencydomain. The displacements obtained
from integrating the level 5 corrected accelerometer
data are much smaller than the actual displacements.
The Fourier spectrum shows the same trend. The cor-
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Fig. 3. Data Set 1.
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Fig. 4. Data Set 1, after Level 5 correction.

rected accelerometer data falls well below the spec-
trum of the acceleration as measured by the laser below
2 kHz. The laser spectrum falls off above 20 kHz, the
cutoff frequency of the low pass, differentiating filter
used to convert the laser velocity into acceleration data.
From these charts, it is clear that the level 5 correc-
tion has removed too much real information from the
accelerometer record.

Using the final values of velocity and displacement
computed from the corrected accelerometer data to de-
termine which wavelet levels to remove from the sig-
nal resulted in removing too much of the real accel-
eration in addition to the false low frequencies. But
the excellent match between the Fourier spectrum of
the zero shifted accelerometer data and the laser data

above about 1 kHz gives us hope that the actual accel-
erations might still be recovered from the zero shifted
data. To develop a better approach for determining the
wavelet correction level we turn to a few properties of
the wavelets themselves.

5. New method for choosing wavelet correction
parameters

To improve the correction scheme,we first invoke the
property of vanishing moments. For a more complete
treatment of vanishing moments, the reader is directed
to [5] or [9]. Simply stated, a wavelet,w(t), hasn + 1
vanishing moments if form = 0, . . . , n
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Fig. 5. Data Set 1, Level 5 correction and laser data.

∫
R

tmw(t)dt = 0. (2)

All wavelets are required to have at least one vanish-
ing moment, which means that they must poses zero
net area. The number of vanishing moments a wavelet
has generally increases with filter order. According to
Eq. (2), the wavelet completely supresses any polyno-
mial of ordern or less. A signal of polynomial or-
der n or less must be contained entirely in the space
spanned by the scaling function (represented by the ap-
proximation coefficients). This comes about due to the
orthogonality between the wavelet space and the space
containing the scaling function.

Because we wish to represent (and subsequently re-
move) the zero shift as accurately as possible, and be-
cause we want to do so with the minimum number of
coefficients as possible to avoid removing too much
energy from the signal, we invoke a relation given by
Strang in [5]. The relation gives a bound for the accu-
racy of the signal represented by the scaling functions
at levelj, for a wavelet withn+1 vanishing moments.

||f(t) − fj(t)|| � C · 2−j(n+1)||f (n+1)(t)|| (3)

This relation says that the error between a function and
its projection on the space spanned by the scaling func-
tions at levelj is bounded by a constant,C, multiplied
by the characteristic length of the level,2−j, raised to
then + 1 power, multiplied by the norm of then + 1
derivative of the signal. The derivative term tells us that
the scaling functions will do a better job of representing
the signal if the signal is smooth, and they will do it at
a lower level of decomposition.

These two properties of wavelet analysis can lessen
the probability that too much energy will be removed
during the wavelet correction. The first property says
that if we operate on a signal that looks like a poly-
nomial, then, using a wavelet with sufficient vanishing
moments we will be able to completely reject the poly-
nomial components by forcing the approximation coef-
ficients to zero and using only the detail coefficients in
the inverse transform operation. The second property
says that this suppression will be more successful, and
we will have to force fewer coefficients to zero, if we
operate on a smooth signal.

The heart of preserving the real signal energy while
discarding the zero shift energy lies is operating on the
integration of the signal rather than the signal itself.
There are three primary reasons for this.

1. Integrating the function containing the zero shift
makes the signal look very much like a polyno-
mial, especially if we operate on the twice inte-
grated record. We can suppress this polynomial.

2. The integration operation smooths the signal,
making the approximation representation of the
polynomial much more accurate. Smoothing also
reduces the number of coefficients we will need
to discard by making the approximation more ac-
curate at lower levels.

3. Errors resulting from numeric integration are de-
pendant on the normalized sample rate. The ac-
celeration record, if not oversampled to a large
degree, may still have unacceptable drift due to
these integration errors [6,7]. Correcting the ac-
celeration record and then integrating to find dis-
placements requires that additional energies be
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removed from the signal until the record ends at
zero net displacement. But, since the drift is due
to integration error, rather than a false low fre-
quency that has been added to the signal, real sig-
nal components will be removed. So operating
on the displacement record itself avoids the drift
due to integration error and the false impression
that a higher correction level is needed.

The proposed method for choosing the wavelet cor-
rection level simply involves correcting the displace-
ment record, rather than operating on the acceleration
record itself. The level of correction is still increased
until the displacement achieves realistic values, but
since we are using displacement, rather than accelera-
tion, we are less likely to discard the parts of the signal
we would like to preserve. Once the appropriate level
of correction has been identified using the displace-
ment record, the acceleration record is then corrected
by decomposing it into the wavelet domain, forcing
the previously identified coefficients to zero, and per-
forming the signal reconstruction using the modified
coefficients.

6. Example

The new procedure was used to correct the same data
set shown in Fig. 3, the results are shown in Figs 6 and

7. Figure 6 shows the difference between operating on
the acceleration versus operating on the displacement.
When operating on the displacement, the level 8 cor-
rection was the first level of correction at which the
displacements achieved zero net displacement at the
end of the record. When a level 8 correction is per-
formed on the acceleration record, and then the record
is integrated to give displacement, Fig. 6 shows that the
displacement still drifts undesirably. It should be noted
that this performance is to be expected unless the ac-
celeration record has been oversampled to a very high
degree, and that this error is independent of the method
of numerical integration used [6,7]. The false low fre-
quency content added to the signal by the accelerome-
ter zero shift has been removed by the correction pro-
cedure. This drift is due to numerical integration error.

If we were to choose the severity of the correction
by operating on the acceleration record, one would
naturally increase the level correction and subsequently
remove real information from the data. As shown in
Fig. 4, we must discard 3 more levels of coefficients
when operating on the acceleration record before its
integrated values are plausible. But, these three levels
contain real information that should not be discarded.

Figure 7 shows the remaining comparisons made be-
tween the laser and the accelerometer. The bottom right
chart shows the corrected acceleration data plotted with
the laser velocity output, differentiated to yield acceler-
ation. The two are so similar that they appear almost as
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Fig. 7. Data Set 1, corrected using new method.

a single line on the plot. The chart on the bottom right
is the Fourier spectrum of the original and corrected
accelerometer data plotted with the differentiated laser
velocity. Again, the spectrum of the differentiated laser
velocity drops off at 20 kHz, the cutoff frequency of
the low-pass, differentiating filter used to process the
data. The top chart is the shock response spectrum of
the original and corrected accelerometer data plotted
with the shock response spectrum of the differentiated
laser velocity. The corrected acceleration and the laser
show very good agreement and have appropriate lev-
els given the nature of the experiment. Similar results

were achieved for all the data sets collected during this
study.

The LDV used during this study gives independent
outputs for displacement and velocity. The velocity
output is derived from a Doppler phase shift measure-
ment, while the displacement output is from a fringe
counting technique. The two quantities are indepen-
dent of each other and are not merely integrated or dif-
ferentiated versions of the same measurement. Given
this, a reasonable check on the accuracy of the mea-
sured laser data and the numerical routines used to pro-
cess it to compare to the accelerometer data consists of
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Fig. 8. Validation of LDV and integration and differentiation techniques.

differentiating the laser displacement and comparing to
the velocity output, and integrating the velocity output
for comparison with the displacement measurement.
Figure 8 shows just such a comparison. The results
are so similar that there is almost no way to distinguish
them on the plots. The small differences at the end of
the displacement record are attributable to visible noise
spikes in the velocity record. These results were simi-
lar no matter what integration or differentiation method
was used.

7. Summary

Using wavelets to correct accelerometer data is a
powerful technique. Choosing the correction level is
based on the displacement value taking on the value of
the true displacement encountered during the test. For
the data presented, and for the majority of pyroshock
data, the test article has zero net displacement at the end
of the test. This information can be used to gage the va-
lidity of the original and corrected data. When choos-
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ing the severity of the correction, and using SRS and
integration as a measure, operating on the displacement
is more accurate than if the acceleration is corrected
and then integrated to check the correction level.

There has been debate over the validity of correct-
ing zero shifted accelerometer data. Using an indepen-
dent measurement, it has been shown that correcting
accelerometer data may indeed be appropriate. It is
acknowledged that many sources of zero shift exist as
documented in [2] and that the data collected in this
study is anecdotal evidence. There is no way to prove
that every case of zero shifting may be corrected with-
out impunity. However, for the zero shifting encoun-
tered in this study the data presented is typical. Despite
the zero shift, the actual acceleration record could be
recovered very accurately. In fact, the zero shifts were
apparently wholly linear and additive in nature, and as
such, could be removed to recover the true acceleration
data.

While this paper presents an optimistic view of the
correction of zero shifted accelerometer data, it is
acknowledged that there are risks involved as docu-
mented by Galef [1]. No correction technique can
account for information lost during the measurement.
While the methods presented in this paper worked
remarkably well for numerous data sets studied, the
evidence is still anecdotal. There may be forms of
zero shifting not induced by this experiment that are

not correctable. With caveats being stated, this paper
presents some of the first evidence that suggests the
zero shifting phenomenon in its milder forms may be
treated as a linearly additive effect.
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